Tech Expo 2021: Kumospace

Overview:
Kumospace is a unique platform that uses ‘spatial audio’ and allows users to virtually ‘wander’ around a room and gather with individuals or small groups for conversation. The spatial audio allows you to only hear those within the bubble that you have joined. As you explore a room, you may also find some additional interactivities (games, video, music).

Join & Interact:
   1. Select “Continue without an account”

2. Enter our conference space
   1. Type a screen name (could use first name, full name or nickname depending on your personal preference)
   2. Enable microphone and video (follow on screen prompts). If needed, select the drop down menu for “Video call settings”.
   3. Click Join

3. Pick a room:
   - Learn about ETS – book workshops, see previous Tech expos, give feedback and more.
   - Hangout space – Come explore the social kumospace. Many places to mingle, dance, play games, and talk to others about their experiences with technology, teaching, and learning.